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Discussion Guide
Don’t Instagram Your Church
Connecting:

congregation? Seek to find as many as possible
in the text.

•

45 minutes

(The following questions are intended to provide your group with a way
of connecting with one another so that you might partner in the work God
is doing in your lives.)

•
•
•

In what ways did God move in your life this week? In what

ways did you respond to him?

What was your biggest challenge this week? In what ways,
if any, did you invite God into this challenge?
How honest have you been with us? (Graciously thank

•

group members for their honesty if they state they have
held back.)

Getting Started:

church played a part in moving people to the life
of Jesus. How might this have been the case in
Corinth?

10 minutes

•

Complete

the following statement: When
relationships get messy I ________. Could
you elaborate?

Diving Into the Text:
60 minutes

•
•

•
•

•

Discuss the nature of the ancient city of Corinth
and the early Corinthian Church.
Read 1 Corinthians 12.12-27 aloud. Pause.
Read the text once more seeking to hear
these words as a member of the Corinthian
congregation.
In these verses, Paul used the issue of spiritual
gifts to address a deeper issue of lack of unity
in the Corinthian congregation. What truths
about unity did Paul seek to impress upon the

Can God still use messy relationships in the
Church to lead people to Christ-likeness? How
might this be the case?
Do you think people are willing or unwilling
to enter into messy relationships with other
believers? Could you explain?

(The following questions are intended to provide your group with a
simple road map through the text. Feel free to use these questions in ways
that best fit your group and the dynamics of your own meeting.)

Consider, for a moment, the present context
of the Corinthian church, its messiness. With
this messiness in mind, reconsider Paul’s
encouragement to unity, a unity with messy
people. You might read and ponder verses 18 and
21-25 as part of your consideration. What new
insights, if any, does this pondering provide you?
Could you elaborate?
Somehow, in spite of its messiness, together,
the messy people of Corinth formed the body of
Christ (vs 27), and God’s hand was in it all;
that is, the messy relationships in the Corinthian

•

What

•

You might conclude by sharing stories of how
God has used messy people to shape you to be
more like him. You might pray for God to give

might help people stay in these
relationships?

his grace to your group so that you might remain
with one another through the messiness of
relationships in order to look more like him.

Context, Background, and Commentary
Corinth and Crisis in the Corinthian Church
The first-century city of Corinth was one of the
greatest cities in its time, the largest in all of Greece.
Corinth, as it existed in this period, had been founded by
Julius Caesar in 44 B.C.. Caesar had chosen to rebuild
the city which had lain in ruins for almost a century,
choosing to populate it with freed-people and former
soldiers. Therefore, from its beginning, Corinth was a
cosmopolitan city, boasting people from all walks of
life and all corners of the known world.
Because of its geographical position on the isthmus
between the Aegean Sea and the Gulf of Corinth,
the city became a major port city specializing in the
transportation of goods across the isthmus in order
to cut shipping times. However, the city also was
known for its bronze with a high tin content, known as
Corinthian Bronze, a metal greatly valued across the
Mediterranean world.

The

patron goddess of Corinth was Aphrodite, the
goddess of love, beauty, and the sea. People from all
over the world came to visit the Temple of Aphrodite
which became well known for its temple prostitutes.
This influence combined with the status of a port city
led to a well-deserved reputation as a city where all
forms and kinds of sex could be freely found and had.
However, Corinth also boasted a Temple of Apollo,
which, with its close proximity to the Oracle of Delphi
(50 km), had some level of importance. Further, the
Temple of Asklepios, the god of healing, was very
popular, with supplicants offering casts of body parts
for which they desired healing, many of which are still
being found today.

The Church in Corinth was founded by Paul during the
rule of Gallio the Proconsul (51-52 A.D.). His first
letter to this church was likely written around 53-55
A.D. The Corinthian church consisted mostly of poor
persons of low status. However, some personages with
wealth and power were members of the congregation
(1 Corinthians 1.26-28). The presence of so few
people of higher status and wealth likely led to a power
imbalance which probably contributed to the divisions
which formed in the congregation (1 Corinthians 1-4).
The congregation consisted of mostly Gentiles from
pagan backgrounds with some Jews and God-fearing
Gentiles present (1 Corinthians 7.18-20).

No

other church represented in the New Testament
provides a better look into what life in the early Church
was like, nor does any other church exceed the level of
turmoil and strife present in Corinth. Paul struggled
for years to shepherd the Corinthian church, visiting
them personally several times. It is likely that Paul lost
his battle to shepherd this congregation as we can see
Paul, in his later letters, turning his attention eastward
to Rome in an attempt to find a new base of support and
mission (Romans 14-16). What happened in the latter
half of the first-century is lost to us, but in the writings
of the Patristic Fathers, we see that this church later
turned and became a center of Christian influence in the
second-century under the leadership of good and strong
bishops.

The issues in Corinth seem to have begun with divisions
which arose over leadership (1 Corinthians 1-4). Groups
formed around various leaders, each with its own slogans
and talking points concerning issues of baptism, wisdom,
spirituality, authority, and maturity. These issues only
deepened after this first letter which provides the
context of Paul’s second letter. While the Corinthians
were arguing over whom they should follow, a series of
serious ethical issues developed within the congregation:
incest, lawsuits, sexual impropriety, marriage struggles,
sexual and social status issues regarding the practice
of the Lord’s Table, and the occasional dabbling with
former pagan practices (1 Corinthians 5-10). As if
these were not enough, the Corinthians also found
themselves divided over issues of worship and theology
which included disagreements over spiritual gifts, dress
codes, the role of women, and the resurrection of the
dead (1 Corinthians 11-15). However, Paul had great
hope for this congregation, and saw them, as messy as
they were, as still able to contribute positively to the
Kingdom of God (1 Corinthians 16).

The Text

1 Corinthians 12.12-27: We Belong Together
The various leadership, ethical, and theological issues
within the Corinthian congregation created major fault
lines within this ancient church which worked themselves
out quite naturally in the absence of unity or deep
connection between people. People did not feel a sense of
trust, connection, or devotion to one another. Rather,

they viewed one another as adversaries to be overcome.
While every issue lent itself to this reality, Paul chose
the spiritual issue of grace gifts as the opening through
which to address these deep divides (1 Corinthians

12.1-11).
Paul begins to address the issue of deep division in the

congregation by stating a theological reality which
he would restate at several points in his address: the
Church was to experience unity in its diversity. Paul
roots this truth in the life of Jesus himself which
he then links to the metaphor of a body as a means
of applying this truth to the present situation. Paul
begins by noting that a body exists as a single unity of
being even though it is made up of many differing parts.
In the same way, he argues, this is the life of Christ as
he experiences it. Here Paul does not elaborate but he
points to the divine nature of Jesus who experiences life
as one of union with the Father and Spirit even as the
three also experience a special uniqueness of person;
that is, their individuality is not lost in their unity
while their individuality does not negate their unity.

Because Jesus experiences life as one of unity while
maintaining his unique personhood, so too is this
to be the experience of those who follow him. God
himself has assured that this will be the case in his
giving of the single Spirit to all who follow Christ.
In so doing, many various and diverse people become
one not only with God but with one another through
their common possession of the Holy Spirit. This is
why, Paul restates, the Church is to experience unity
in its diversity.

That people are diverse, contextually because of the
special way God’s grace works out of them, it can
be tempting to feel one does not belong or fit. They
are unlike others with whom they are supposed to be
deeply connected. Feeling connected to those who are
unlike you cuts against human nature which is drawn
to similarity rather than dissimilarity. However, this
diversity does not negate unity as this is the nature
of the Godhead. Further, this diversity is intended
by God, with God intentionally putting together the
relationships as they were in the Corinthian church.
Practically speaking, this is quite a statement in the
Corinthian context, for it implies that God did not
intend for the Corinthians to agree on every issue
of theology or praxis (theology applied in real life)
but somehow these diverse positions were meant to

continue even as the Corinthians experienced a deep sense
of belonging with one another.

In addition to giving rise to the sense that one did not
belong, diversity can also give rise to the belief that
others with differing positions (and grace gifts in this
instance) are unimportant. Human nature is one which
is heavily self-centered. Therefore, one’s own position
is the right and only necessary position. However, Paul
notes that nothing could be further from the truth.
Those positions (or people!) who seemed to be the least
important could in turn become the most important. Paul
uses a metaphor which refers to genitalia and plays on
the Corinth’s status as an oversexualized city. In the
context, Paul’s argument basically runs as follows:
while we might be ashamed of our private parts, you
end up giving them special treatment and honor in the
city of Corinth! He reminds them that it is God who has
put the body together. Therefore, there were to be no
relational fault lines in the congregation. Rather, the
believers were to express equal concern for one another.
In living in this manner, unity experienced in and through
diversity, the Corinthians would in fact experience life
as Christ.

Real life with Blake:
How

does one become like Jesus? I am beginning to
discover the process doesn’t look anything like what
I expect it to look. Rather than consisting of various
strategies and formulas which I follow to live like Jesus,
my path to Christ-likeness consists of me opening my life
in an ever-increasing manner to God. The more I turn my
life to his, the more of me he has to work with, and work
with me he does.

While I am tempted to view this as a God-and-me kind
of thing, and would prefer it to be so, the reality is it
involves others. You see, I open my life to God by opening
my life to others, because the God who is in me is also in
them. I know this in my head, but I find it difficult to do
in practice. People scare me. Church people scare me, and
I am one of them. So, I hide, but maybe I wouldn’t if there
were some non-scary Church people. You know, those
people who are always loving, completely kind, totally
thoughtful, never judgment, overly generous, amazingly
welcoming people. If I could find those Church people,
I just might open my life to them. As it is, I am yet to

find those people. All I can seem to find is often cranky,
sometimes unreliable, at times judgmental, many times
self-centered people. And I am one of them! How could
it do me any possible good to open my life to people like
that? I don’t know if I even want to be real with myself!
And yet, somehow, God uses people like this to make me
like him. God intends to use imperfect people to lead me
to his perfect life. He has perfectly booby trapped my life
for perfection by filling it with imperfect people. It is in
our imperfection with one another that we become more
and more like Christ.

How does it work? Honestly, much of it is a mystery
to me. Some of it involves seeing my own imperfection
through the imperfection of others (Matthew 7.3-5).
Some of it may include the countless invitations I have
to practice being like Jesus, loving those who do not love
me back perfectly (Matthew 5.43-48; John 13.1-17).
Most of it is just grace, a reminder that God can use
anything and anyone for his purposes (Romans 8.28), a
reminder that in the end, it is all grace on the journey to
the life of Jesus.

Real life with You:
The journey to Christ-likeness involves opening our lives
to God, not trying the latest spiritual life hack to live
like Jesus. This is true because the journey to Jesus’ life
is infused with God’s grace, and our response is to open
ourselves to the working of that grace. One way we do
this is by opening our lives to one another. At this point,
many of us shut down. We have been hurt, wounded,
forsaken, and broken one too many times by people who
claimed to be God’s people. Why would we ever want to
open our lives like that again? That we get hurt or that
our relationships with other Christ-followers are not
always easy is a matter we will not contest. The people
of God are imperfect; that is, they are perfect messes.
Perfect messes make more perfect messes. However, the
reality is God uses these imperfect people to lead us to
his imperfect life. In fact, God has intentionally filled
our lives with imperfect people for this very purpose. He
has booby-trapped our lives with relational difficulties,
awkward moments, and even stranger people all for the
purpose of making us more like him. While we would
prefer to find a church filled with “normal” people
who cause us no problems, no such church exists. Real
churches are messy churches filled with imperfect people

whom God uses to make us perfect.

These imperfect people are God’s gift to us. Through
their imperfections we see our own imperfections
(Matthew 7.3-5). In their bumblings, stumblings, and
outright make-us-madder-than-a-hornet moments we
find opportunities to practice love, grace, compassion,
patience, and every other fruit of the Spirit. These are
just the beginnings. The wonderful depths of character
God can develop in us are too many to detail here. .
.should we choose to open our lives to imperfect people.
Herein lies the problem. We don’t want to open, because
it gets messy. . .fast. Yes, and God would have it no
other way because real churches are messy churches
filled with imperfect people whom God uses to make us
perfect. So, we can expect the mess if we open, but will
we open ourselves to others? Often, with the first sign
of messiness, we are tempted to hit the road or withdraw
into our shell. This is understandable, but we can take
a note from the ancient brothers and sisters who fled
to the desert in the fourth-century. These men and
women chose to live together in tight communities called
cloisters, the ancient precursor of our monasteries and
abbeys. They knew that in living together they would
move to the life of Jesus, but living together was often
messy. So, when joining a cloister these ancient believers
took a vow of stability. They simply said they would
not leave. They removed every option of heading down
the road, forcing themselves to learn to live with and
love others in and through the relational messiness.
These people are those we now call saints, great men
and women of God, many who are said to have worked
miracles and some who have articulated for us some of
our most treasured theological tenets. What might it
look like today to take a similar vow? What benefit might
result from taking such a vow? Ponder these questions
this week and talk to God about how they make you feel.
Ask him how he feels about these questions.
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